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Picture Sorts
Directions:
1.

Choose two examples of your target skill.

2.

Write or display the letter sounds at the top of work surface.

3.

Say the word in the picture. This is not a vocabulary lesson, just
give the word to the student. Have them repeat the word. (ship)

4.

Student isolates the target sound. (sh)

5.

Student says the letter that makes the sound. (s-h)

6.

Student puts the picture card under the corresponding letters on
the work surface.

Target Skill by Levels:
A

B

C

D

E

F

Initial
consonants

Short vowels
A, 0

Short Vowels
E, I, U

Digraphs

Initial blends

Final blends

Sheep, ship,
chick, cheese

Flower, flag,
fruit, frog

Camp, lamp,
band, sand

Hat, cat,
mop, box

Beg, leg, pig,
lip
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*Adapted from Jan Richardson's Book: The Next Step
Forward in Guided Reading

Making Words
Used to help students learn spelling patterns.
Directions:
1. Create a series of words that differ by one letter or target letters. (cap,
clap, clip, grip, grin, spin)
2. Students pull the letters they will need to make all the words in your
target skill. These can be magnetic letters or paper letters. Tip: We
have them pull in alphabetical order. (a, c, g, i, I, n, p, r, s)
3. Say the first word: Cap. Students make the word, say the word slowly
and check the word by sliding their fingers under the letters.
4. Tell students they will be changing one sound to make the next word:
clap. They say the word, make the word, say is slowly, and check the
word by sliding their finger under the letters.
5. Repeat with remaining words.

Target Skill by Levels:
A

B

C

D

E

F

Initial
consonants

Initial and
final
consonants

CVC words,

digraphs

clusters

Final Clusters

G

H/I

1

Silent E

Vowel
patterns

Breaking
word
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*Adapted from Jan Richardson's Book: The Next Step
Forward in Guided Reading

Sound Boxes
Directions:
1.

Tell student how many boxes they will be using or have them help
you figure it out.

2.

Say the word: went

3.

What sound do you hear at the beginning?

4.

What letter makes that sound? Students write it in the first box.

5.

What sound do you hear next? (repeat steps 2-4 until word is
finished)

6.

What word did you write?
Target Skill by Levels:

B

C

D

E

F

G

2/3 letters
Me/map

Medial short
vowels

Digraphs

Initial blends

Final blends

Initial/final
blends and
digraphs

Example:

c

r

a

b

mash
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*Adapted from Jan Richardson's Book: The Next Step
Forward in Guided Reading

Analogy Chart
Directions:
1.

Write two example words from target skill at the top of analogy
chart.

2.

Say the next word and have student listen for target skill to decide
which example it matches.

3.

Write the word and underline the targeted skill/pattern.

4.

Continue until you get 3-4 words under each example.

Target Skill by Levels:
G

H/I

1+

Silent E

Vowel teams

Vowel teams
Drop the silent E when
adding suffix

Example:
car

COW
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*Adapted from Jan Richardson's Book: The Next Step
Forward in Guided Reading
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Sound Boxes

* Adapted from Jan Richardson’s Book:
The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading
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Analogy Chart

* Adapted from Jan Richardson’s Book:
7

The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading

Word Study for Introducing Affixes, Grades 3-5
NKC Schools & Sunday Cummins
1.Introduce

2. Analyze

3. Examine
4. Practice building 5. Quiz
affixed & pseudo- words
(Create riddles for the
affixed words
(Provide a
students to complete)
definition for each)

"not" prefix
words
undisin-

Teacher: When
you see a
noffamily prefix,
simply say "not"
before the rest
of the word. For
example, when
you see
unhappy say
"not happy."
What could you
say when you
see (write on dry
erase for
students to see)
incorrect?
Dishonest?

Uncle
Unkind
uniform

Build words that
• If I said 2+2 is f, you
mean:
would tell me that is
• Not comfortable
.
(uncomfortable)
. If I said I wanted to
• Not considerate run 50 miles in an
(inconsiderate)
hour, you might tell me
• Not infected
that is
.
(disinfected)
• If I ate all of the
• Not correct
cookies and didn't
(incorrect)
leave one for you, you
• Not obtainable
might call me
.
(unobtainable)
• If a bed you sleep in
• Too difficult to
is lumpy, you might
be achieved
say it is
.
(unachievable)
• If I clean the
counters with 409
spray, then they are

"not" prefix
words
imnon-

Teacher says:
When you see a
"not" family
prefix, simply
say "not" before
the rest of the

Teacher might
say: We know
impatient begins
with "im". We
can test this by
saying "not"

Teacher says:
Who can build a
word with one of
the prefixes and
one of the base
words that means
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Teacher says: If
someone said they
could run 10 miles in
one minute, you would
tell that is
(impossible). If I said,

word. For
example, when
you see
impossible, say
not possible.
When you see
nonfiction, say
not fiction or the
opposite of
fiction.

before the base
word and
checking if what
we say makes
sense. In this
case, not patient
makes sense.
Let's try the word
important. So,
would not portant
make sense?
No.

(share a
definition)?
Examples of
definitions:
Not fiction
Not living
Not possible
Not polite

your dress is ugly, you
would tell me that is
(impolite).

Position
prefixesinterInfraforetrans-

Teacher Position prefixes
are parts of
words that can
tell us where
something is
located

Teacher - When
you see "inter",
you might think
"between" as in
the word
"interact",
When you see
"infra" you might
think
"among/inside"
such as
"intrastate or
"intravenous".
When you see
"fore" you might
think of "before"
such as in
"forewarning".
When you see
"trans" you might
think of "across"
such as in
"transfer" or
"transplant".

Build words that
mean:
*between states
(interstate)
*inside the
muscles
(intramuscular)
*before warning
(foreshadowing)
*across the
Atlantic
(transatlantic)

Quiz:
If I said someone is a
game played between
teams from the same
school, you would say
it's
.
(intramural)
If I said a car cut me
off when I was driving ,
.
you could say
(intercept)

Position
prefixes:
"Prefixes
are word
parts that

When you see a
"position" family
prefix, it tells
when something
happened.

We know that
preheat begins
with the prefix
pre-. We can test
this by saying

(Present a column
(Provide statements
of affix cards and a for the students to
column of base
complete using some
words. Provide a
of the words they just
definition and ask
built.)
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are added
in the
When you see
beginning
"pre", simply say
of a word.
"before" before
They can
or after the rest
tell us a lot of the word
about a
(whichever
word's
makes the most
meaning.
sense)
Let's look
at three
When you see
"post", simply
prefixes
that tell
say "after"
when
before the rest
something of the word.
happened".
PreWhen you see
Post"mid", simply say
"middle" before
Midthe rest of the
word.

before before or
after the base
word and
checking if what
we say makes
sense. In this
case, "heating
before" makes
sense. The word
prefer also
begins with pre-,
but these are just
the letters p-r-e
and not a prefix,
We know this
because when
we say "before
fer'', it doesn't
make sense.
Look at these two
words (preschool
and pretty) and
Then ask
test each of
students to try
them. Which one
this strategy with has a "position"
the following
prefix? How do
words: preheat,
you know?
postgame, and
midnight. Write
each word out
for students to
view as they
discuss.

er, or Teacher when
person who you see a word
suffixes
that has an -er
or an -or on the
end, that means
it is a person
who does
something. For
example: a
teacher is

Inner has the -er
at the end but
does mean a
person that does
something.
Another example
would be
granddaughter.
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students to build a
word with that
meaning.
Who can build a
word with one of
the prefixes and
one of the base
words that means
after war?
(postwar)
Examples of
definitions: pay
before (prepay),
view before
(preview), after the
season
(postseason),
middle of the day
(midday), middle
of the air (midair).

Example words
are:
Sailor
Actor
Explorer
Writer
Banker
Blogger
Player

Teacher might say:
• If/said that you
have to pay
before you can
go on the field
trip, you would
tell me you
have to
(prepay).
• If I said they
had a party
after the
season, you
would tell me
the party was
(postseason).
• If I said he took
a nap in the
middle of the
day, you would
tell me his nap
was (midday).

A
is someone
who teaches.
A
is someone
who acts.
A
is someone
who explores.

person who
teaches.
Another
example is: an
actor is a person
who acts.

Over/Under Explain the
Prefixes:
prefix meanings
Overwith examples.
(more)
Super(big,
extreme)
Under(low, too
little)
Sub(under,
below)

Over-: Overheat,
overwork

Overheat= Too
much heat

Super-:
Superstar,
supermarket

Overwork= too
much work

Something that is
cooked too long is

Someone who has
worked too hard is

Superstar:
big/extreme star

Under-:
undercook,
underline

Supermarket: Big
Market

Sub-: subtitle,
subcommittee,
submarine

Undercook =
cooked too little
underline= low
line/ line below

A movie star that
everyone knows is a

An extra large market
to buy food is a

Food that is raw or
cooked too little is

subtitle= under title
Subcommittee=
low committee

A line below a word is
an

submarine= boat
under water

A title that is below the
main title is a

A committee that exists
below a main group is
a
A vessel which travels
below the surface of
water is a
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Bad or
wrong
prefixes:
mismal-

ist
ee

Teacher: When
you see a word
that starts with
prefix mis-, you
simply say "bad"
before the rest
of the word and
add -ing to the
end of the word.
For example,
when you see
misspell, say
"bad spelling."
What could you
say when you
see (write on thy
erase for
students to see)
misunderstand?
When you see a
word that starts
with mal- you
simply say "bad"
before the rest
of the word. For
example, when
you see
malnutrition you
would say bad
nutrition. What
would you say
before maltreat?

misspell,
misunderstood,
misbehave,
misspeak,
malnutrition,
maltreat,
malformed

Teacher: When
you see ist or ee
you would say a
person who. For
example when
you see artist
you a person
who does art or
if you saw
employee you
would say a

Artist, guitarist,
nutritionist,
technologist,
nutritionist,
violinist,
employee,
trainee, attendee

Non:
mischief
miserable
mission
mallet
males
malarkey
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Misunderstand
means you have
bad
understanding;
misbehave means
you have bad
behavior;
malnutrition means
you have bad
nutrition; maltreat
means you are
treated wrongly;
malformed means
something is
formed wrong

Teacher might
say: Who can build
a word with one of
the suffixes and
one of the base
words that
means
?

If I say no one knows
what you are talking
about, you would be
?
If I say a plant doesn't
grow correctly, it could
be suffering from
.
If you spell a word
incorrectly, you
it.
If your skateboard is
warped, it might be
.

What would you say is
a person who
escaped?
(escapee)
What would you say is
a person who flees a
country to escape
danger? (refugee)

person who is
employed. What
could you say
when you see
"guitarist"?
Er, est

Re(again,back
)
De- (take
away,
from)
Co- (with,
together)

Teacher: These
suffixes, or ends
of words, can
show how two
characteristics
compare to each
other: which is
more or which is
most. If there
are two items,
we use -er. If
there are three
or more, we use
-est.
Ex: If we are
talking about the
speed of 2
people, we can
say one is faster
than the other. If
you are talking
about three
people and their
heights, we can
say one is the
tallest.

Ex:
Shorter, shortest
Longer, longest
Warmer,
warmest
Pseudo:
Letter does not
mean more let

Practice:
More tall=taller
Most tall=tallest
More
quick=quicker
Most
quick=quickest

Teacher does not
mean more
teach.

Examples:
Reread, rewrite,
rebuild,
rearrange
Deice, debug,
defrost
Coauthor,
coexist, copay

Teacher: When
you see the 'de'

Nonexamples:
Read, reach
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If we look at the
temperature of each
day this week, and
Sunday has the lowest
temperature, we would
say it is the
/
If we look outside at 6
pm, we would say the
sky is
than it
was at noon.

Unrest is not the
most "unr"

Teacher: When
you see the 're'
family prefix, say
again after the
word. For
example, when
you see reread,
say 'read again',

Quiz:
If two people are
running a race and
Jack wins, we would
say that Jack is

Reread = read
again
Rewrite = write
again
Rebuild = build
again
Deice = take away
ice
Debug = take
away bugs

If I say we're going to
write that sentence
again, you would tell
me that we're going to
it.
If I say I'm going to
take away the frost on
the windshield, I'm
going to turn on my
.

family prefix, say Decide, device
'take away'
Copy, correct,
before the word. corn
For example,
when you see
deice, say 'take
away ice'.
Teacher: When
you see the 'co'
family prefix, say
'together' after
the word. For
example, when
you see
coauthor, say
'author together'.
IIIr-

When you see a
notfamily prefix,
simply say "not"
before the rest
of the word. For
example, when
you see illegal,
say "not legal."
What could you
say when you
see illogical?
Irregular?

Mono
Bi
In

When you see
prefix mono,
"Say one. When
you see bi, say
two, and when
you see tri, say
three."

Defrost = take
away frost
Coauthor = author
together
Coexist = exist
together
Copay = pay
together

If I say we're going to
exist together in the art
room, that means
we're going to

We know illegal
begins with the
prefix ii-. We can
test this by
saying "not"
before the base
word and seeing
if it makes sense.
The word
illustrate also
begins with the
letters i-I, but "not
lustrate" doesn't
make sense.
Try: illness,
illegible

Build words that
mean:
- Not legal
(illegal)
- Not logical
(illogical)
• Not legible
(illegible)
• Not regular
(irregular)
- Not responsible
(irresponsible)

• If I said something
is against the law, you
would tell me that is
(illegal).
- If I said I can't read
your writing, you would
tell me that is
(illegible).
• If I said our
schedule is different
today, you would tell
me that is
(irregular).
• If I said you are not
making good choices,
you would tell me that
is
(irresponsible).

Mono - monorail,
monotone,
monoplane.
Bi - bicycle,
biweekly,
biplane.
In - tricycle,
triangle, trimotor,

Present a column
of affix cards and a
column of base
words. Provide a
definition and ask
students to build a
word with that
meaning.

Provide statements for
the students to
complete using some
of the words they just
built.
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In Japan there is a
like the

one in Disney World.

Against/Op
postite
Prefixes

When you see
an aoains or
oppisitet family
prefix, simply
say "against"
before the rest
of the word. For
example, when
you see
"Antifreeze say
"against
freezing" or
"opposite of
freezing"

Antisocial
Antibotic
Antifungal
Antibacterial

Antisocial-against
being social
Anti Inflammatoryworks against
inflammation

Nonexamples
Antioch
Counterfeit
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If you are against war
you are

If you don't want to go
to a New Year's Eve
party with your friends
you might be
called

Word Study: Breaking Words
Michele Dufresne Ed.D.
Purpose: The goal is for students to learn how to independently take words apart in reading.

Breaking Words Procedure:

Use breaking words after you have introduced the sounds you are working on with
pictures sorts, making words, sound boxes and analogy charts. When possible, link
the activity to your teaching points after reading.
Step 1: Write a word on a dry-erase board. Do not say the word and tell students
not to say the word. (chop)
Step 2: Have students take the letters off their trays and make the word.
Step 3: Tell students to break the word at the vowel. (ch op)
Step 4: Have the students say each part chorally. (/ch/ /op/)
Step 5: Have the students put the word back together and read it. (chop)
Step 6: Tell the student to change a letter or two to make a new word (e.g. tell them
which letters to change). For example, tell the student to "change the letter c to a
letter s" so they have the letters for shop). Do not say the word and tell students not
the say the word. Students then break the word, say each part, and put the word
back together as they read it.
Step 7: Write a word on the dry-erase easel with the same rime but different onset.
Have students read it. (stop). If they need help underline the rime (stovi.

Level
D (5-6)
E (7-8)

F (9-10)

Focus
Digraphs with
simple rimes
Initial Blends
with simple rimes

G (11-12)

Initial blends with
three-letter rimes
Silent e

H-I (13-16)

Vowel teams

J-L (18-24)

Vowel teams
(harder)

Examples
chop, chin, chick, chat, chip, chap, ship, sheep,
shook, shed, shoot, thin, thick, thing, shack, stuck
blot, brat, clap, crab, drip, flat, glad, grab, plop,
pray, scab, slam, small, snap, spit, swim, trip,
twin, scrub, strap, quit, quack
chest, clasp, drink, grunt, shelf, stomp, stink,
swamp, thank, tract, stand, splash
shake, flame, plane, grape, scrape, skate, strike,
chime, spine, stripe, choke, slope, those, quite
stray, sleep, star, cloak, fort, small, plow, first,
stood, germ, burn
shout, sprain, blew, fright, thaw, spoil, glow
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Breaking Bigger Words Procedure:
Step 1: Write a word with an ending on a dry-erase board. Do not say the word and
tell students not to say the word (e.g. spinning).
Step 2: Have students take letters off their trays and make the word. (You will need
to provide duplicate letters).
Step 3: Tell students to take off the ending and then break the word at the vowel (sp
inn ing)
Step 4: Have the students say each part chorally (/sp/ /in/ /ing/).
Step 5: Have the students put the word back together and read it.
Step 6: Have the students use magnetic letters to change the onset to make a new
word. Do not say the word and tell students not the say the new word (spinning grinning). Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 with the new word.
Step 7: Write a word on the dry-erase easel with the same rime but a different onset
and/or ending. Have students read it. (thinning). If they need help, underline the
rime (thinning).

Level
G-H (11-14)

Focus
Inflectional
endings (ed, ing, s,
er, y)

I -1(15-18)

Vowel teams with
inflectional
endings (easier)

K-L (20-24)

Vowel teams with
inflectional
endings (harder)

Examples
chatty, thinner, standing, flatter,
hugging, grabbing, stabbed, spinning,
grander, platter, holder, cracker,
quacked, smacking
stayed, praying, smaller, stalled,
barked, partly, sorted, cordless, flower,
charter, bleating, party, shorter, sleepy,
sweetly, blooming, smoothly, sternly,
germy, dirty, whirled, burped, curly,
crowded, plowing, slowly, growing
floating, groaned, foamy, brainy,
sprained, dreaming, squeaky, shouted,
grouchy, stewed, newly, joyful,
annoying, pointy, broiled, clawed,
bawling, hauled, haunting, brightly,
flightless, weightless, eighty
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Levels N+
Note from Sunday - If you have students who are ignoring the middle of words (e.g.,
they are saying expedition for extraction), you might try this activity by changing the
letters in the middle. See example below.
Step 1: Write the word inventive on a dry-erase board. Do not say the word and tell
students not to say the word.
Step 2: Have students take letters off their trays and make the word. (You will need
to provide duplicate letters).
Step 3: Ask the students to break the word into parts. This is not an exercise in
syllabication so it's okay if they break the word apart in different ways. The goal is
to look at the parts.
Step 4: Have the students say each part (/in/ /ven/ /tive/ or whatever parts they
determined).
Step 5: Have the students put the word back together and read it.
Step 6: Have the students use magnetic letters to change one letter in the word. In
the case of inventive - ask them to change the v to a c. Do not say the word and tell
students not the say the new word (incentive). Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 with the new
word.
Step 7: Write a word on the dry-erase easel (constructive). Tell them that they
cannot always break words into separate parts like they did with the magnetic
letters, but they can break a word into parts with their eyes. Encourage them to look
for the parts, say the parts and then put them together. Do Step 7 again with another
word (transformative).
Examples of other words you might use for Steps 1-6:

•
•
•
•

whimper, whisper
whistle, whittle
confirmation, conformation
infection, injection
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Word Study Rules Advanced

Inflectional ending wing
•
•

•

Add -ing to a word that ends in two consonants or in a vowel team and consonant
o Example: jump , jumping, shout -. shouting
When a word ends in a short (single) vowel followed by a single consonant, double
that consonant and add -ing
o Example: nap , napping
If a word ends with a -vce syllable, drop the e before adding the -ing.
o Example: make , making

Sample Analogy Charts
Rule: Add -ing to a word that ends in two consonants
jump

jumping

lift

lifting

pick

picking

wash

washing

Rule: When a word ends in a short vowel followed by a single consonant, double that
consonant and add -ing
Tip: Provide non-examples (e.g., leap) so students have to decide that the word does not
belong on this chart or include a third column for words that do not need the final consonant
doubled.
stop

stopping

hop

hopping

step

stepping

run

running

Rule: If a word ends with a -vce syllable, drop the e before adding the -ing.
like

liking

love

loving

hope

hoping

make

making

1
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Inflectional ending -ed
•

For a base word that ends with -vce syllable, drop the final e before adding -ed or -ing
o

•

For words that end with a short (single) vowel followed by a single consonant, double
the final consonant before adding -ed or -ing.
o

•

Example: bake-.baked-taking

Example: sip-*sippedksipping

For words that end with a consonant followed by the letter y, change the y to i before
adding -ed
o

Example: cry-cried

Sample Analogy Charts
Rule: For base words that end with a -vce syllable, drop the final e
zone

zoned

pave

paved

hike

hiked

decrease

decreased

Rule: For words that end with a short (single) vowel followed by a consonant, double
the final consonant
zip

zipped

top

topped

nap

napped

regret

regretted

Rule: For words that end with a consonant followed by the letter y, change the y to i
before adding -ed
ready

readied

tidy

tidied

hurry

hurried

carry

carried

worry

worried

2
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NOTE: Inflected ending -ed makes three sounds at the end of a word:
• -ed at the end of a word can make three different sounds: /t/, /d/ or /ed/.
• Examples:
o /t/ kissed
0 /d/ smelled
0 /ed/ tested
• If a student is an English learner, they may not know how to pronounce the word
correctly in order to hear one of these three sounds. Practice saying the word with
them a few times before they listen for the sound -ed makes and write it on the chart.
kissed

smelled

tested

locked

snowed

lifted

missed

turned

printed

kicked

yelled

started

Making wor s pkwai
Most words are made plural by adding —s to the end of the word, as in hats.
o Examples: floors, desks, teachers, noses
• Words that end in —sh, -ch, -s, -ss, or —x are made plural by adding —es to the end of
the words, as in lunches.
o Examples: dishes, catches, rashes, taxes, axes, compasses, benches, bushes
• Words that end with a consonant and a y are usually made plural by changing the y to
an i and adding —es to the end of the word, as in copies.
o Examples: cities, irises, cherries, families
Sample Analogy Chart
Rule: Words that end in —sh, -ch, -s, -ss, or —x are made plural by adding —es to the end
of the words, as in lunches.
Tip: Start with analogy charts that focus on only one ending (-sh or— ch) before moving onto harder
charts that have words in the first column with more than one type of ending.
•

dish

dishes

flash

flashes

smash

smashes

dash

dashes

wish

wishes

3
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Words that end with -ure & -ture
•
•
•

There are two ways to write the /zher/ sound: -sure, -ture.
There are also two ways to write the /cher/ sound: -tare, -cher.
Examples:
o pleasure, leisure, treasure, measure
o preacher, puncher, bleacher
o seizure, azure
o picture, vulture, creature, feature, nurture

Sample Analogy Chart
Tip: Do not ask students to compare words that both end in -ure like pleasure and picture.
Instead choose one set of words with -ture or -sure or -zure or -ture and then a second
anchor word with a different ending/sound.
pleasure

nation

leisure

nation

measure

donation

treasure

relation

Final syllable ends with /le/
•

When the final syllable of a word ends in /-le/, there are three different ways to spell
the final syllable lie!: at, el, /e.

Final syllable ends with /uhn/
•

When the final syllable of a word ends with /uhn/, there are three different ways to
spell luhn/: in, en, on.

Examples
l

-in

Table, fable, settle, struggle

Cousin, basin, raisin

-

-en

Final, legal, metal

Weaken, eaten, proven

-

-on

Label, travel, level, towel

Cotton, lesson, pardon

4
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Sample Analogy Chart
Tip: Do not ask students to compare sets of words that both end with the /le/ sound or the
/uhn/ sound. Instead pick one set and then a second set with a different ending/sound.
table

nation

fable

nation

bugle

donation

uncle

relation
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Affix Word Study During Guided Reading in Grades 3-5
(Adapted from “Morphological Analysis Instruction in the Elementary Grades: Which Morphemes to Teach and How to Teach
Them,” Manyak et al., The Reading Teacher, 2018)
Step
1. Introduction
of affix
family

2. Analyze
words

3. Examine
affixed and
pseudoaffixed
words

Description
Present and discuss a
chart that includes the
name of the affix family
and each prefix or suffix
in that family.

Example
Teacher might say: Prefixes are word parts that are added in the beginning of a
word. They can tell us a lot about a word’s meaning. Let’s look at three prefixes
that all mean ‘not.’

Explain how the targeted
affix affects the meanings
of words and then discuss
a few examples.

Teacher might say: When you see a ‘not’ family prefix, simply say ‘not’ before
the rest of the word. For example, when you see unhappy, say ‘not happy.’

Explain that some words
that begin with the prefix
letters do not actually
contain the prefix (e.g.,
uncle). Discuss examples
of those that do and those
that do not.

Visual scaffold:

Then ask students to try this strategy (substituting ‘not’ for the prefix) with the
following words: incorrect, dishonest, uncovered. Write each word out for
students to view as they discuss.
Teacher might say: We know that unhappy begins with the prefix un-. We can
test this by saying not before the base word and checking if what we say makes
sense. In this case, “not happy” makes sense. The word uncle also begins with
un-, but these are just the letters u-n and not a prefix. We know this because when
we say “not cle,” it doesn’t make sense. Look at these two words (unkind and
uniform) and test each of them. Which one has a ‘not’ prefix? How do you know?
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4. Practice
building
words

5. Quiz

Present a column of affix
cards (several stickies,
each with one of the
targeted affixes written on
it) and a column of base
words (each written on a
sticky note). Provide a
definition and ask
students to build a word
with that meaning.

Teacher might say: Who can build a word with one of the prefixes and one of the
base words that means (share a definition)?
Examples of definitions: not comfortable, not considerate, not infected, not
correct, not obtainable, too difficult to be achieved

This is an example of what the paired prefix and base words looked like after the
students combined.
Provide statements for the Teacher might say:
students to complete
• If I said that 2+2 equals 5, you would tell me that is ________. (incorrect)
using some of the words
• If I said I wanted to run 50 miles in an hour, you might tell me that is
they just built.
__________. (unobtainable)
• If I ate all of the cookies and did not leave one for you, you might call me
______________. (inconsiderate)

6. Collection
Challenge

•

Challenge students to find Teacher might say: When you come across an unfamiliar vocabulary word that
words that include the
includes a prefix from the “not” family and a base word, just like we did today,
targeted affixes and add
slow down and think about what that word means. This will help you make sense
them to the “NOT Prefix
of what an author is trying to say. When you find a word that belongs in this
Family Wall Chart.”
family, I want you to add it to our wall chart.
This “introduction” may occur over more than one guided reading lesson. Manyak et al.’s research found value in sustained
conversation (i.e., beyond the guided reading table) around targeted affixes and additional “extension” activities.
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